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purpose-built 
workshops  

across 4 units

in-house design, 
manufacture & 

installation

established  
in 2003

constructionline, 
safecontractor &  
FSC accredited

employing over  
90 staff

project values  
from £2,000 to 
£2,500,000+
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Venturing into our 19th year of trading the 
following pages give a glimpse into some 
of our most recent work.
We have had the pleasure of collaborating with numerous architects, 
designers and main contractors on some awe-inspiring, award-winning 
schemes the length and breadth of this country and abroad.

We hope you enjoy what you see, as much as the team here has enjoyed 
making it happen.
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For any enquiries, no matter 
how large or small please call
01535 637968
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hotels  
and leisure
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These images depict works undertaken 
on a 190-bedroom, unconventional, 
contemporary styled hotel in East London. 
We were appointed to undertake the 
bespoke joinery and furniture elements to 
all public and communal spaces.
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hotels  
and leisure
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Rolled copper, factory painted 
fluted fascia panels and bull 
nosed Ceasarstone®, combine 
to form this striking bar.

These worktops will oxidise 
and tarnish over time, providing 
an organic dimension to the 
scheme.

Painted coffered ceiling with 
feature inset back-lit Perspex® 
and antique mirror panels.
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Designed and manufactured in 
our UK facilities, these items 
were then shipped to Brussels 
and installed by our team.

hotels  
and leisure
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Included in our scope of works; a 
large island bar, front of house swing, 
cantilevered feature mirror, bespoke 
tables, seating and check-in module.
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Inset embossed leather was framed 
with a brass feature trim on these 
doors, which provide the main 
entrance into this Directors’ suite.

hotels  
and leisure
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Additional items within this scheme 
included a zinc topped bar, large 
antique mirrored walls, feature ceilings, 
horseshoe shaped seating booths,  
AV walls, Corian® sinks and vanity units.
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Heavy duty shelves were just one 
requirement for this front of house 
retail area, showcasing numerous 
famous brands falling under this 
beverage company’s umbrella.

hotels  
and leisure
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Intricate framed woven steel mesh 
panels are just a small element of 
works completed for this Japanese 
Jewellers, located on Bond Street.

Point of sale and feature display 
walls were designed and 
manufactured in our workshops 
for this global brand.
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stadiums  
and 
hospitality
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A wide variety of materials were used 
throughout this scheme including 
frosted reeded glass, deep veined 
carrera marble, blackened zinc bar 
tops and distressed corrugated steel.

In total 18 individually themed bars 
and 2 serveries were amongst an 
array of fitted items within the new 
East Stand of this iconic stadium, 
the home of England Rugby®.
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To give an indication of the 
scale of bespoke joinery works 
undertaken, our package value 
exceeded £1.8 million.

stadiums  
and 
hospitality
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Set over six floors the new stand 
provided in excess of 118,000 sq ft 
of hospitality and debenture space, 
for 6,800 premium ticket holders.

J Carey Design were on site for 
a very tight install period of three 
months, all works were completed 
on time and snag free for the start 
of the Autumn Internationals.
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This image shows the 
commanding views from one 
of several corporate boxes 
we fitted out at a high profile 
Yorkshire sports venue.

stadiums  
and 
hospitality
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Over 4,000 individually cut 
pieces of Autex® (sound 
absorption material) were used 
to create this feature ceiling.

Solid oak slats and veneer 
were prevalent throughout 
much of the scheme.
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Durable changing facilities 
were installed for both the 
home and away teams.

This formed part of a much  
larger contract which included  
16 private boxes, executive meeting 
rooms, bars, wall panelling, feature 
ceilings and doors, corporate 
reception and changing rooms.

stadiums  
and 
hospitality
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Solid oak, marble and 
laminate were all used in the 
manufacture of the various 
table-tops within this scheme.

In total over 630 dining tables were 
installed at this Premier League club’s 
new stand. These included partners’ 
lounges, and hospitality areas for 
executive, corporate, and private diners.

stadiums  
and 
hospitality
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Curved leather seating booths 
with an inset pipe, button and 
stitch detail were located in all 
of the executive areas.

Work was also undertaken in 
the home changing room with 
an intricate emblem being 
engraved into the ends of this 
central Corian® island unit.
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city  
living
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Upmarket residential apartment 
blocks are becoming an exciting 
addition to our portfolio of 
offerings, with schemes being 
undertaken in many large cities.
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Feature display shelving with 
wooden plant boxes bring 
a contemporary feel to this 
communal space.

Stained softwood with 
aluminium nosings, are used to 
form the external fascia panels 
of this bleacher seating.

city  
living
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Often incorporated in these spaces 
are communal kitchen/dining areas, 
soft seating, gym furniture, cinema 
rooms and specialist wall panelling.

These metal corrugated 
sheets give a funky twist to an 
otherwise mundane space.

Small cinema rooms add an 
exciting dimension to a city 
living apartment block.
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Situated in the heart of Manchester this 
466-apartment tower provides unrivalled 
rented accommodation. We were 
contracted to undertake all bespoke 
joinery items to the communal spaces.

Areas included within our 
scope included the library, 
dining rooms, lounges, media 
room and concierge area.

city  
living
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Feature mirrored ceiling panels 
reflect the inlaid typography in 
this large dining table.

Hundreds of brass tubes were 
fitted together using intricate 
brackets to form these floor to 
ceiling display shelves.
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Wacky dining spaces that excite and 
stimulate the imagination help to 
attract potential clients/residents.

city  
living
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This screen-printed perforated  
wall panelling is just one feature 
within this large city-centre scheme 
we were appointed to undertake.
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public 
sector
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We have also secured income streams 
from other Government bodies including 
the HMRC, Ministry of Defence and Her 
Majesty’s Prison Service.

Over the last 17 years we have become 
market leaders in the design, manufacture 
and installation of fixed and loose Courtroom 
Furniture. Over this time J Carey Design have 
worked on hundreds of courtrooms both in 
this country and abroad.

Please request our public sector 
brochure for more info on this topic.
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corporate  
workplace
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Specialist lockers are often 
integrated into our schemes in 
a vast array of styles and sizes.

Vibrant, creative and inspiring workplaces 
are becoming more commonplace in today’s 
corporate office environments. Creating 
exciting and stimulating places to work; helps 
motivate and attract/retain key personnel.
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Solid maple battens fitted to a 
vibrant orange carcass create 
an eye-catching focal point for 
this breakout office space.

corporate  
workplace
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Integral storage shelves 
and power/data points were 
integrated into these units.

Louvred, slatted screens were 
incorporated into these seating 
booths, manufactured from birch 
veneered plywood.
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Within this state-of-the-art innovative workspace, we 
created over 245 linear metres of sound absorbing 
ceiling rafts, a 16-metre high feature atrium wall, 
bespoke servery, Tardis inspired meeting room, 
seating pods, AV units and much more across 5 floors.

corporate  
workplace
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Altogether providing over 
64,000 sq ft of Grade A, 
award winning office 
space for one of the UK’s 
largest private companies.
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Over 14,000 site hours went 
into installing all of the bespoke 
furniture and specialist joinery 
for this scheme over 7 floors.

Contracted works on this scheme 
included over 16,000 sq ft of bespoke wall 
panelling, breakout areas, feature cathedral 
walkways, seating booths, meeting rooms, 
large reception area and over 2,000 lockers.

corporate  
workplace
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Informal meetings and conferences 
can be held using this bleacher 
seating within a large open plan 
office space.

Vibrant colours and 
textures are integral when 
creating these spaces.

corporate  
workplace
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Heavy gauge steel and vertically 
stitched leather has been used here 
to create these seating booths.
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meeting  
environments
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This fast-track project saw J Carey 
Design successfully complete the design, 
manufacture and installation of 16 of these 
meeting room pods along with a host of other 
items on Wardour Street in Central London.
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Feature display shelves can be 
used in a boardroom to showcase 
the company’s heritage and 
background, adding a sense of 
prestige and distinction.

meeting  
environments
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Multifunctional meeting rooms are 
becoming more commonplace with 
fully integrated video conferencing 
facilities, specialist lighting and 
acoustic wall and ceiling panels.

Large media walls designed to 
house any size of screen and all 
associated audio-visual equipment.
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Angular sections of 
aluminium and solid walnut 
are the two core materials 
used in the manufacture of 
this boardroom table.

meeting  
environments
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Installed on the 5th floor of this 
building, each component was 
designed and manufactured to 
fit within the existing lift.

Heavy gauge mild steel 
provides the industrial inspired 
skeleton for this meeting table. 
Distressed stained hardwood 
and toughened glass combine 
to form the tabletop.
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This feature ceiling raft and audio-
visual wall link together with a large 
contemporary table to form this 
executive boardroom scenario.

Large dining room inspired legs 
have been used here to support 
these 10-seater meeting tables, all 
manufactured from solid timber.

meeting  
environments
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It is becoming more commonplace 
for us to provide flexible meeting 
spaces. This pair of tables include 
hidden rollers enabling them to be 
quickly and easily reconfigured.

For this scheme we have carefully 
hand selected the veneers to ensure 
that all wall panels, doors and 
storage units run through seamlessly.
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welcome  
spaces
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Book matched, herringbone, 
quarter cut walnut veneer with 
a white patina and bespoke 
stain make up the main feature 
of these exquisite wall panels.

Situated within the Trafalgar Square 
conservation area we manufactured, 
delivered and installed all front of house 
joinery for this St Martin’s Place Hotel.
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Floating branded spirit 
bottles are illuminated 
within this large feature 
wall and immediately give 
an indication of what this 
company produces.

This simple understated two-
person reception desk, sits 
comfortably within this double 
height entrance lobby.

welcome  
spaces
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Diagonally positioned 
panels help form this large 
reception counter, rear 
feature wall and ceiling raft.

Glass partitions section off each 
end of this small beach hut 
inspired meeting hub, situated in 
this large entrance space.
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Loud, vibrant colours applied 
to this OSB board and coated 
with a fire-retardant lacquer are 
a simple but extremely effective 
way of cladding these columns.

Lime coloured Meganite® has been 
thermoformed to manufacture this 
striking reception counter, securely 
fitted to the floor with a concealed 
metal substructure.

welcome  
spaces
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Hardwood, stone, mild steel 
and leather are just some of the 
materials used to create these 
front of house stations, each 
one designed with a specific 
theme in mind.
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Horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
slats of oak are used to clad this 
large atrium wall, pierced by a 
series of viewing apertures.

Mobile u-shaped seating units 
(with diamond stitch detail) provide 
different configuration options 
within this large welcome space.

welcome  
spaces
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Hundreds of stained oak half 
rounds make up this feature 
reception wall; sat behind a hot 
rolled steel reception counter.
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breakout  
areas
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Staff welfare is paramount in the 
modern workplace, clever design 
and use of materials can make 
these areas relaxing and enjoyable.

This intricate peaked and 
slatted ceiling feature provides 
a striking focal point for this 
staff breakout zone.
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Small tea-points are often 
integrated into workspaces, 
providing a streamlined 
version of a staff canteen.

breakout  
areas
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Fixed soft seating areas are 
becoming increasingly popular and 
can be designed to accommodate 
the most complex scenarios.
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Vertical columns at various 
heights can be used to designate 
different workspaces, still 
maintaining an open plan feel.

breakout  
areas
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These breakout zones were 
an integral part of each of 
the 7 floors on this new build 
scheme for a leading private 
healthcare company.

Spaces within spaces can be 
imaginatively created when a 
feature ceiling, pitched roof, 
or backdrop is added.
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White-washed oak veneer with 
accents of black and orange 
combine to create this ground 
floor breakout space for an 
innovative out of town office hub.

breakout  
areas
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Randomly spaced and angled 
strips of softwood suspended 
from the structural soffit make up 
the abstract ceiling feature for this 
breakout/informal meeting area.
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Callum Hudson
Estimator

meet the team

For any enquiries, no matter 
how big or small please call
01535 637968

Phil Rowling
Project Director

Steve Ashworth
Finance Director

Katie Sinclair
Compliance Co-ordinator

Laura Hibbert
Commercial Director

Steve Draper
Chairman

Alex Campbell
Business Manager

Steve Dent
Operations Director

James Chadwick
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Naomi Cheikh
Design Manager
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Installation Director
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Project Manager

Mark Clarkson
Workshop Manager

Alastair Jewsbury
Client Manager

Derwin Owens
Technical Design Supervisor

Sam Keith
Estimator

Faye Taylor
Senior Lead/Scotland Manager

bringing projects to life

additionally...   designers: 8  |  workshop team: 42  |  installers: 21  |  ops and admin team: 10
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boardrooms

bespoke seating 
booths

feature wall and  
ceiling cladding

audio visual 
environments

reception  
areas

storage  
solutions
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J Carey Design 
No 1-4 Skelton Business Park, Skelton Road 
Crosshills, West Yorkshire BD20 7BY

T:  01535 637968   E: info@jcareydesign.com 
www.jcareydesign.com
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